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pass/start-prof can model soil flexibility + pur insulation layer flexibility + expansion cushion flexibility including soil settlement and
swelling modeling, longitudinal stability analysis, buoyancy and flooded soil. the user can simply specify soil type from database, and

define the pipe depth to run the analysis without having to specify restrained and unrestrained zones, calculate the virtual anchor
length, nor run a soil modeler. pass/start-prof will automatically do what is required for the correct soil simulation. psre has several

years of experience modeling buried piping for district heating and other applications. you can see highlights on the pipe walls where
foreign materials tend to fall. this tool allows you to set the exact height in a few clicks. for example, a dust can fall and in the analyzed

pipe you can set a maximum height within which the dust must stay. if it falls, you can do the following: the modeling analysis is not
limited to the atmosphere, but also can include other subjects. in fact, you can proceed with the analysis of refrigerants and other

fluids, as well as acoustic damping in the walls of ducts and cooling chambers and of both convective and turbulent losses inside pipes.
as a special case of interest, you can determine the maximum amount of water that can flow without risking damage to the pipe wall.
in this case, you must ensure that all transition bends and machining marks between two circular piping lines are parallel to the flow

direction and that the transition bends are not too tight or too wide. if the diameter of the pipes is known, then the complete perimeter
of the pipe may be analyzed for the highest pressure flow condition in terms of the flow velocity, the angle of the bend and the

pressure loss.
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scan the data with faro anyscan m6export the model from faro anyscan m6 to faro 3d dgnimport the geometry of the pipeline to faro
3d dgncreate a 3d model with the faro 3d dgnexport the geometry to the faro ftpconnect the ftp with the anyscan managercreate a 3d
model with the anyscan managerexport the model to faro ftprun the faro ftpscan the pipe with faro scanning m6export the data of the

pipe to faro ftp use of the faro scanning m6 ensures a continuous and automatic transmission of the measurement data to the faro
anyscan m6 software by means of a direct connection with the faro ftp. this feature makes it possible to simultaneously scan and

export data to the faro ftp, eliminating the possibility of sending/receiving delays of data transmission. the application functionality can
be classified as follows: guided automated sizing. the possibility to build a pipe of any type (pipe, bend, reducer, cap, etc.) with a guide,
while sizing the model. automatic sizing the use of the autocad sizing application, based on the pipe model included in the project. this
sizing tool analyzes the geometry and automatically generates sizing parameters for the selected model. analysis the calculation of the

dynamics of a particular piping system with external loads on the system. single or multilevel in the form of 2d or 3d. report of the
analysis results. the reports can be printed or exported to excel worksheets for further analysis. hook display of the hook holder in the

parts of the project. hook display supports the creation of geometries in hook-based 3d representations. 5ec8ef588b
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